
Reinforcement Learning with Hu-man Preferences
Description
In order to enable humans to teach robots new skills in a natural and comfortablemanner, robots need to be capable of learning from diverse types of feedback. Pref-erences are a common type of feedback, in which human teachers are presented withtwo options and asked to select the better one. In recent years, preference learninghas demonstrated that it is possible to successfully teach robots new skills usingthis method. However, most of this work has been evaluated in simulation with sim-ulated feedback. In order to generate this feedback, we often resort to using proxyreward functions, which have been shown to not be the best model of human behav-ior. Recent studies have shown that different factors need to be considered in orderto better model human behavior [1].Collecting real human feedback would enable better analysis of existing preferencelearning methods and provide valuable insights to adapt them so that they performbetter in more realistic situations, even beyond the lab setup.

Figure 1: Different tasks from metaworld benchmark [3]
In this project, we want to investigate how humans interact with simulated and realrobots in manipulations tasks. The goal is to extend an existing method for learningfrom preferences [2] that will efficiently collect human feedback in simulated andphysical robot manipulation tasks. Collected data will be analyzed and compared todifferent simulated human profiles.Tasks
The tasks in this project will involve:• Literature Research: Getting familiar with preference learning.• Implementation and data collection in simulation: Design and implement anextention of [2] for collecting data on simulated robot manipulation tasks. Col-lect and analyze collected human feedback data.• Implementation and data collection on a real robot: Transfer and adapt theextension from the previous task to a real robot. Collect and analyze collecteddata.References
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